Photrist Appropriate Use Policy

Photrist is a social media platform for users to monetize their digital media. Now all users can
increase their income opportunity and growth potential very easily through the Photrist Live
Stream Marketplace.
Photrist allows the ability to share all digital media, such as photography, art, audio, and video in
a social platform community with an opportunity to live stream, share, and make money.

Photrist Process for new users joining the community
Photrist is a social Community platform that provides a process to manage and sell digital media.
The typical sequences for using the Photrist platform to manage, upload, and sell digital media:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Join and register as a Photrist Community user then configure your profile
Manage hashtags
Upload digital media
View Wallet
Create a Stripe account, and connect Photrist account in order to transfer money to
personal bank account.

Anyone who joins the Photrist Community and follows the typical sequence above can:
o
o
o
o
o

Upload media
Sell media
Buy media
Share media
Transfer money from sales

Report Something on Photrist
To ensure everyone feels comfortable using our platform, we require everyone to agree to and
follow these rules.
To help people understand our rules and what we do not tolerate, we will include some
guidelines. Because people may have different opinions regarding what is appropriate as rules
for posting media, we hope this policy helps explain it. For each piece of digital media, we must
consider the image itself, as well as the context such as descriptions. We will do our best to
consider all information, and interpret the media objectively.
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We monitor all media manually and systematically through algorithms. If your account is caught
uploading anything that is not allowed, your account will be suspended. If you feel an error has
been made, please contact us and we will review your request.
Any explicit content features minors in any way is strictly forbidden. If any of this type of
content is detected the account will be reported it to the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children. In addition, we will remove any nude media of anyone who appears to be a
minor, and your account will be suspended.
If you see digital media appearing to break our rules, you can report it to us at
support@photrist.com and our team will review it and act accordingly. This could include items
such as media or inappropriate/explicit comments.
Our policies apply to all forms of digital media. When we remove a piece of digital media from
Photrist, we also remove it from all areas within the Photrist Marketplace.

Further Details
What happens if you are reported?
If someone reports you, we will not notify you or inform you who reported the violation. Your
Photrist account will remain active until our team finishes the review. If we review the report
and find a violation against our Policies, Terms of Service, Appropriate Use Policy, or Privacy
Policy, we may, remove media, suspend, or if necessary delete your account.
What happens if your account is suspended?
If your account is suspended, you will see a locked message when you try to log into your
account. If you think this is in error or we should not have suspended your account, contact us at
support@photrist.com.

Digital media you are not allowed to post or share
Sexually explicit or pornographic images
You are NOT ALLOWED to post anything that is sexually explicit or pornographic, exploits or
presents minors in a sexual way, promotes adult sexual services, promote escort or prostitution
services, any forms of pornographic pictures or cartoons. Some forms of artistic, scientific, or
educational nude photographs are okay if it is not full nudity.
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We are very sensitive about explicit content involving minors. If we see this kind of digital
media on Photrist Marketplace, we will report it immediately to the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children. We will remove nude photographs of anyone who appears to be a minor.
We do not try to identify art or judge the artistic merit of media, but we do need to be sensitive to
images too explicit for our Community, therefore, we monitor all media manually and
systematically through algorithms that may identify sexually explicit media. If you are caught
uploading anything that is not allowed, your account will be suspended.
If you see digital media appearing to break our rules, you can report it to us at
support@photrist.com and our team will review it and act accordingly. This could include items
such as media or inappropriate comments.
Creates risk of physical injury, property damage, threatens people or public safety, or
organizes or encourages harm
We want users exploring their interests without worrying about their well-being. We will not
allow any media on Photrist that presents a real risk of harm to people or property. We will not
tolerate users making credible threats, organizing violence or encouraging others to be violent.
The main word being used is “credible.” Sometimes people are mean on the internet, though we
do not think that is okay, we will only delete something if it is a real risk, and not just because
it’s mean-spirited. People also say things that could be considered threatening if taken literally,
but are generally understood to be in jest; we do not consider most of those things to be credible.
Promotes self-harm, eating disorders, or drug abuse
Photrist is not the Community or platform to promote dangerous behavior. Photrist is a
Community to share and monetize digital media, and promoting dangerous behavior detracts
from that. We will not allow anything that promotes self-harm, eating disorders, or hard drug
abuse.
Some people may want to share their experience with these things utilizing media as a way of
helping others who are struggling, and that is acceptable as long as it is not promoting or
encouraging harmful behaviors.
Resources for help
If you or someone you know is in emotional distress or thinking about suicide, we want you to
know help is available. You can contact the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline for confidential
counseling at 1-800-273-TALK (8255) and www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org.
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If you struggle with an eating disorder, consider getting in touch with the National Eating
Disorders Association Helpline at 1-800-931-2237 or www.nationaleatingdisorders.org.
Trolling (This is the internet term for people that harass, threaten, etc.)
We want Photrist to be a friendly Community for everyone. It is important people can express
themselves here, and we recognize posting media about celebrities, people in the news, or private
citizens can sometimes involve critical or even mean-spirited comments. If this sort of
conversation rises to the level of bullying or harassing individuals, we will remove the media.
Resources for help
Bullying can cause real harm to victims and witnesses of the abuse, and can even be bad for the
bullies themselves. To learn more about bullying prevention, visit www.stopbullying.gov.
Includes hate speech
We want Photrist to be a friendly Community for everyone, and was created as a positive social
Community platform that provides a process to manage and sell digital media. To keep the
platform positive and uplifting for users, we will delete media with hate speech when we see it.
This includes attacks on people based on their race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, sex,
gender, sexual orientation, age, disability, or medical condition.
If there is something that even appears to be hate speech, we will delete it. We will not condone
hateful content or ideas on the Photrist Marketplace.
Is excessively violent or gory
Violent imagery is used in some cases to tell stories or raise awareness, but excessive and gory
media is not allowed on Photrist. There are some things that are acceptable to some people, but
for others they may feel uncomfortable. We allow most violent or gory images that could be
considered newsworthy, but will remove media that could create a bad experience for people
who accidentally find them.
We do not try to define the term “newsworthy.” Instead, we focus on what our Community might
feel is too explicit, such as sadistic pictures of violence or its results.
Infringes anyone's intellectual property, privacy, or other
It is important to give credit to the person who created the media instead of taking credit for it
yourself. We want people excited to post, share, and sell on the Photrist Marketplace. If
something infringes on someone’s intellectual property, privacy, or other rights, the image will
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be removed and the account will be reviewed. If the account cannot prove that they are the owner
of the image, the account will be suspended permanently.
Is fraudulent or deceptive
People should be able to trust what they see on Photrist. We want people to post, share, and sell
on Photrist without worrying about fraudulent activity. We will remove any media that tries to
fraud others for financial or personal gain.
Is someone else's personal information or requests a minor's personal information
Respect for other user’s information is critical. We will not allow any media that reveals other
people’s personally identifiable information. We also will not tolerate asking minors for their
personally identifiable information.
If you come across a media file with a photo of you or your personally identifiable information,
you should ask the user to remove it.
Contains any illegal information or content
Photrist LLC respects the law. We will remove media that itself is illegal, like any media file
selling prescription or illegal drugs.
An example of illegal activity is providing instructions on how to do an illegal activity, such as
evading the police when street racing. Other examples are media that represents a private person
offering to trade or sell drugs, alcohol, tobacco, firearms, or other hazardous materials.

Miscellaneous actions not allowed
o Use of Photrist’s name, logo, trademark, or branding in a way that may try and trick users
that you represent Photrist
o Access, tamper with or use non-public areas of Photrist, our systems or our technical
systems
o Break or circumvent our security measures or otherwise test the vulnerability of our
systems or networks
o Use any undocumented or unsupported method to access, search, scrape, download or
change Photrist or anything on it
o Post large amounts of repetitive media, post unsolicited commercial messages in
comments, descriptions, or artificially boost views, comments, or other metrics
o Use meta tags, hidden text or metadata with our trademark, logo, URL or product name
without our written consent
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o Use Photrist user information to forge any TCP/IP packet header or any part of the header
information in any media or post, or in any way use Photrist to send altered sourceidentifying information
o Try to reverse engineer any of Photrist’s software
o Try to interfere with any Photrist user, host or network, for example by attempting to
install malicious software on our servers or users’ computers, or overloading, spamming,
or email overloading
o Collect or store personally identifiable information from Photrist or its users without their
permission
o Impersonate or misrepresent your affiliation with any person or entity, including Photrist
o Do anything that violates applicable law or regulations
o Share your password, let anyone access your account or do anything that might put your
account at risk
o Sell your username or otherwise transfer it for compensation
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